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3. Nadine Primo’s Bi+Pride Speech  

Hello Hamburg, I am happy to be here today.  

With my work as a bi activist and freelance writer, I have been 

pursuing the goal of creating more visibility for the topic of 

bisexuality/Bi+ for years. So I'm especially happy to see so many 

faces.  

I'm simply trying to be the role model I wished having earlier. If I 

had, I'm sure I would have been out sooner and asked myself a few 

less questions; experienced a few less crises of meaning.  

There are still experiences of discrimination that we are subjected 

to in everyday life. This is supported not only by the results of 

several studies dealing with the mental health status of members of the queer community, but also by 

your personal negative experiences you might have had in the past.   

We are a part of the lgbtqia+ community. Statistically the biggest, but by far not the best known group. 

No wonder so much ignorance and prejudice continues to be present. Even within the queer 

community, there is occasional prejudice and hostility.  

So it's especially important to me that we all remember once again that we should join together. That 

we focus on what we want to achieve together, rather than what makes us different; drives us away 

from each other - labels us differently.  

Only together we can ensure that all people can live freely; can live out their lives. Without having to 

fear rejection, violence - whether psychological or physical - degradation because of their gender; their 

sexual identity; their sexual orientation, their origin or their faith. 

And now I wish us all a wonderful day, an awesome demo and many beautiful moments and 

encounters. I am happy about every person who is here today and wants to celebrate together with 

us. Let's have fun and take care of each other! Cheers.   
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